
Dear Falmouth Selectmen,

So tonight, once again I will be with you subjecting myself , like an accused criminal, to 
your judgement and decisions.  
I will not get to defend myself.  I will be shusshed if I get twitchy. 
 I will be required to "maintain civility." 

Yet ENTIRELY because of your mistakes and "judgement" my life stands in purgatory.

My health is shot. My property value is gone.  My business is closed.  
Our life has been voided by your "progressive"  policy.   

Now we see signs to support wind energy as well... So you have also managed to divide 
the town emotionally. 

My husband and I have to defend ourselves daily to people asking us "can it really be that 
bad?"   Yet we can't lie... because its actually a whole lot worse. 

The friends that still care ask us how goes the fight and all we can say is we are loosing.  
Nobody cares about anything but the money. 

Then comes this play to distance us from the population and call us a "few bothered 
residents."     
then our names and addresses in the newspapers.
Then the smear campaign.
Leper Colony?  What did I do but tell the truth. ?

You apparently did sign a deal with the Devil (and Dan Webb as a shortcut...) Are you 
going to continue to honor it?   I do think you can opt out and let him figure out the 
costs... 

And where are ANY ONE of you when all the county, state, and health meetings continue 
to be held on Wind Turbine siting and health effects?   
 
I have spent many many unpaid hours learning, driving, testifying, writing letters, taking 
photos.  I have helped other towns to inform themselves and the result was intelligent 
denial of  permits.  This has cost me dearly.

 I have done more than my part to help protect citizens.... HAVE you????

I wonder If you have even bothered to look at the other side of the story?  Or is it just all 
self defense now?  Is the brainwashing still working? or are you beginning to have thoughts 
of your own again? 
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Ask yourselves, ladies and gentlemen... WHY REALLY are you doing this job...I guess in all 
cases it is for the money... Or was it because you think you know better?  
Well careful there, because money comes and goes and with it your moral 
consciences...then what do you have left... ?  

I already know... A formerly gorgeous little place to live with citizens so frustrated and 
fractioned and overburdened with secretive bureaucracy, taxation and ineptitude they are 
compelled to leave...first chance they can afford it... which, if they own ,will be hard 
because ... well, of where they live!

HALLOWEEN NIGHT DECISIONS... whoa,   good night to limit audience participation... 
no, that does not go unnoticed. 

At this point if you have bothered to read this far...I would also call for the immediate 
firing of HEATHER HARPER AND ELIDAO GORE... Who have very simply caused a whole 
lot more damage to this town than perhaps any two other employees... Top to bottom.  
Totalitarian rule is not the way to go, yet they both are working their best to achieve just 
that. 

Sincerely... PLEASE,

Sue Hobart
Falmouth, Massachusetts
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